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Before anything else 
preparation is the key to success
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Last year, online retailers witnessed the 
biggest holiday shopping season to date, with 
$122.0 billion in online sales.  With double-
digit growth of eCommerce sales in recent 
years, online retailers can expect to keep busy 
this upcoming holiday fulfillment season. 

In 2019, retailers must bring their A-game to 
compete with the growing number of 
eCommerce merchants and meet the 
increasing demands of online shoppers. Get 
an early start to holiday fulfillment by 
beginning preparations today for a successful 
holiday retail season. 

In this guide, we take a look back at previous 
holiday trends to determine best practices in 
preparing for this year's holiday fulfillment 
season. RSL's 2019 Holiday Fulfillment 
Handbook outlines steps to prepare in every 
aspect of fulfillment, as well as tips compiled 
from over 18 years of picking, packing, and 
shipping.

Introduction

--2018 online sales grew 17.4% over previous year --

2017

2018

https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2019/01/14/holiday-season-ecommerce-analysis/

SNAPSHOT OF THE 2018 
ECOMMERCE HOLIDAY SEASON

Total online sales during the holiday season 
estimated at $122.0 billion

Online sales during the five-day period from 
Thanksgiving through Cyber Monday reached $22.55 
billion, an increase of 19% over 2017 

The highest single online sales day was Cyber 
Monday, estimated at $7.75 billion in sales

The second highest single online sales day was 
Black Friday, estimated at $6.24 billion in sales
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Research sales trends in your market niche
Define sales goals for your holiday retail season 
Review current inventory in stock 
Identify product needs and overages
Order new inventory, liquidate slow-moving inventory
Make freight arrangements
Plan for receiving new inventory

Inventory 
Preparations

STEPS TO PREPARE INVENTORY 
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

The RIGHT amount of the RIGHT items is 
critical to a successful selling season. 
Insufficient inventory leads to backorders 
and/or missed profits. Excess inventory leads 
to additional storage, costs, and human 
capital. One of the biggest challenges 
eCommerce retailers reported facing during 
a recent holiday season was the 
management of inventory. 

Successful inventory prep starts with 
evaluating the industry's current trends and 
using past trends to indicate the impact of 
the holiday season. Goal setting is like 
placing sign posts along your road map to 
success. Calculate projections for holiday 
sales based on a combination of past 
performance and current growth trends. 

   Space is very valuable in warehouses. Any inventory that has 
remained unsold for six months is costing you money and should 
be liquidated through discounts or donated to charity. The same 
can be said for items that are no longer used in the warehouse 
such as packaging, equipment, and tools. 

TIP
#1
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Evaluate past order trends
Decide if kitting is right for previous commonly paired items
Optimize packaging to reduce dimensional weights for kits
Determine special labeling requirements for hazmats

Packing 
Strategy

STEPS TO PREPARE PACKING 
STRATEGY FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Having the right products and right 
packaging materials is a good start to getting 
holiday ready. Developing a packing strategy 
can make the difference between simply 
delivering and delivering smart. Start by 
evaluating past order trends to anticipate 
holiday gifts that can be kitted for more 
efficient picking and packing. Take into 
consideration the total space taken by these 
kitted items to determine best fit packaging to 
decrease dimensional weights.

Unexpected dangerous goods such as 
perfumes and lithium batteries found in 
children’s toys make up popular holiday gifts. 
These products require specific 
documentation, labeling and packaging to 
ship. Be aware of requirements for these and 
other hazmat items, as violating 
requirements can results in penalties up to 
$175,000!

“Kitting” refers to bundling multiple items into one unique SKU, to 
be treated as one item. Kitting is often used in promotions or 
creating gift sets.

TIP
#2
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Dimensional Weight 
Defined

Width

Length

Height

           Determine the Actual Weight: Package weight

           rounded up to the next whole pound

           Determine DIM Weight

     Use the greater between the actual weight and 

           the DIM weight to calculate the shipping rate

Dimensional (DIM) weight is a package’s cubic volume 

metric weight of a package used to determine if the 

space a package takes on an aircarft costs more than 

the package’s actual weight.

What is Dim Weight?

Determine the package’s cubic size by multiplying 

length, width, and height in inches (rounding each 

measurement to the nearest whole number).

Divide the package’s cubic’s size by the DIM divisor 

set by the shipping carrrier to determine the DIM 

weight in pounds

Increase any fraction to the next whole pound.

How to calculate Dim Weight?

How to determine the shipping cost?

What other factors affect USPS costs?

Carrier Dim Divisors

Length x Width x Height of the Box
DIM Divisor

Domestic Priority Mail shipments addressed for 

delivery to Zone 1-4 (including local) that weigh less 

than 20 pounds and measure between 84 and 108 

inches in combined length and width [longest side + 

(2 x width) + (2 x height)] are subject to USPS Balloon 

Price, which is the applicable zone price for a 

20-pound package.

Pet FoodBaseball Bats
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Actual Weight:

Dim Weight:

Billable weight 
would be the higher

Billable weight 
would be the higher

Actual Weight

8 x 8 x 42

139
=

25 lbs

25 lbs

20 lbs

Actual Weight:

Dim Weight:

Dim Weight

14 x 14 x 20

139
=

8 lbs

29 lbs

29 lbs

42”

8”
8” 14”

14”

For domestic Priority Mail shipments for delivery to Zones 

5-9 and exceeding 1,728 cubic inches:  194 Divisor

* For all domestics and international shipments: 139 Divisor

* For domestic shipments > 1,728 cubic inches:139 Divisor

* For domestic shipments ≤  1,728 cubic inches: 166 Divisor

* For international shipments: 139 Divisor



The layout and management of your 
warehouse and storage spaces can make or 
break your holiday fulfillment success. A 
warehouse that resembles the aftermath of a 
natural disaster is often the starting point for 
damaged merchandise, incorrect orders and 
unhappy customers. 

Successful eCommerce retailers will focus 
efforts on improving the facility’s layout, 
workflow efficiency, storage capabilities and 
space utilization. Minor improvements in 
warehouse efficiencies of receiving, picking 
and packing processes can increase output 
while decreasing waste.  

Warehouse 
Preparations

STEPS TO PREPARE WAREHOUSE
FOR THE HOLIDAYS 

Rid warehouse space of inactive SKUs
Clean warehouse space thoroughly 
Optimize existing layout and flow
Identify additional storage/shelving needs
Reorganize stock according to popularity of SKUs
Update technology and conduct maintenance 
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TIP
#3

    Reduce unnecessary motion and transporting. Speed up picking 
times by arranging SKUs frequently ordered together in close 
proximity and most popular SKUs at waist level. Seconds wasted 
reaching, bending, or walking to pick items adds up and creates 
inefficiencies.   



TIP
#4

   Do not confuse over-preparing with over-producing. Overproduction 
can be seen in warehouses when more boxes are made than a 
project needs or when shelves are built that will never be fully 
utilized. Try to not waste resources that can be utilized elsewhere.  

    The holiday season generates up to 25% more 

waste in the form of cardboard boxes, mailers, and 

other packaging materials than any other time of 

the year. -- 

STEPS TO PREPARE STOCK
HOLIDAY SHIPPING MATERIALSStock up on 

Shipping Supplies
Take inventory of current materials
Evaluate past holiday orders to determine necessary           
supplies
Review hazardous materials requirements, ensure   
proper labeling is in stock
Clean packing space thoroughly 
Review existing packaging area layout
Reorganize packaging area, placing frequently used  
items within easy reach
Order new supplies, schedule inventory review date

Running out of necessities could potentially 
delay your shipping schedule and cost you 
lost profits and unhappy customers. 
Evaluate current stock of shipping supplies 
and determine stock needed to fulfill 
projected holiday orders. Restock on 
shipping supplies, packaging materials, and 
fillers based on expected order volume. 

Verify you are using the most cost-effective 
packaging available for your products. Past 
trends can determine common order sizes to 
plan packaging materials accordingly. Using 
the best-sized packaging avoids waste and 
saves profits. Note the dimensional weight 
specifications used to determine actual costs 
of shipping.

25% 
Increase
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http://www.waste360.com/recycling/recycle-greener-holiday-season



TIP
#5

Free shipping options in eCommerce are a 
priority for online shoppers throughout the 
year. However, during the holidays, free 
shipping leaves shoppers with more 
money to spend on gifts. This creates an 
even greater incentive to shop with the 
retailers who offer free shipping. 

During the 2018 holiday season, more 
retailers than ever announced free holiday 
shipping with no minimums. This trend will 
certainly set the stage for the start of the 
2019 holiday season. Of course retailers 
know "free" shipping is not free, but there 
are a few steps you can take to minimize 
shipping costs and compete with these 
retailers. 

Free & Fast 
Shipping

STEPS TO PREPARE 
FREE & FAST SHIPPING

Evaluate current shipping costs
Determine what region(s) most orders are going to 
Contact shipping providers to confirm the 
most cost-effective shipping method and location
Reevaluate product profit margins, determine 
a strategy when free shipping can be offered

   Complete a parcel analysis to help negotiate rates with carriers. 
Alternatively, working with an outsourced fulfillment provider allows 
you to leverage high-volume shipping discounts.

 Nearly 90% of consumers are 
willing to accept longer delivery 
times for a shipment, if offered 
free shipping. 
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https://www.businessinsider.com/stores-with-free-holiday-shipping-2018-11

https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2017/03/27/consumers-want-free-shipping-and-theyre-not-willing-to-wait-very-long-for-delivery/

FREE
SHIPPING



TIP
#6

Lot tracking gives retailers the ability to 
easily track and identify products

While a stringent returns policy may encourage less returns, it also 
encourages less purchases. A hassle-free, returns policy 
encourages consumers to try a new product they may otherwise be 
reluctant to try.

STEPS TO PLANNING 
FOR RETURNSReturns

Evaluate holiday returns history
Determine customer expectations for returns
Define holiday returns policy on your website
Assess internal capabilities, such as lot tracking
Develop internal returns process for staff

The 2018 holiday season rounded up an 
estimated 1.6 million returns packages on 
UPS National Returns Day alone, which 
landed before Christmas on December 19. 
With roughly $90 billion worth of holiday gifts 
returned, having a plan for returns is vital for 
maintaining profits and happy customers 
during the holiday retail season.

Understand your customers’ expectations 
for returns and determine what is possible 
based on returns history and internal 
capabilities. A clear, hassle-free retu rns 
policy creates trust with new customers, 
while implementation of that policy builds 
customer loyalty. Be transparent about 
returns shipping costs and processing times 
and only make promises on what you can 
deliver.
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/752988/return-deliveries-national-returns-day-united-states/



TIP
#7

With increased sales comes increased labor 
demands. Plan for holiday staffing early enough 
to account for typical onboarding times, training 
duration, and unexpected delays. Without a 
comprehensive holiday staffing plan, your 
eCommerce business may lose out on valuable 
sales opportunities, experience costly drops in 
productivity and suffer potentially low morale 
among overworked and stressed employees. 

When hiring seasonal workers, do not overlook 
the importance of a good fit. With the increased 
pressures of meeting holiday demands, an 
exceptional workforce is crucial. Temporary help 
has the power to make or break the efficiency of 
your order fulfillment processes.

   Underutilization of employees is often an overlooked contributor 
to waste in warehouses. This situation often occurs when 
employees brought on lack proper training or skillsets required 
for the position. 

Evaluate 
Staffing Needs

STEPS TO PREPARE 
HOLIDAY STAFFING

Review previous year's staffing and capabilities
Determine projected labor hours based on expected   
order volume 
Plan workforce with room for unexpected turnover  
and sick days
Focus seasonal hiring on positions requiring minimal   
training
Leverage experienced staff members to more complex 
tasks
Plan holiday PTO schedules with staff
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http://www.cnbc.com/2016/09/14/the-silver-lining-for-job-seekers-this-holiday-season.html



Closing 
T houghts

With consumer shopping habits 
increasingly gravitating towards online 
purchases, retailers must find ways to 
optimize processes to increase profits. 
Successful eCommerce businesses 
strategize in early months to provide 
customers with the right products in the 
right delivery. Make the most of what's 
expected to be another record-breaking 
holiday season, with an early start to 
holiday fulfillment preparations.  right price 
with fast, accurate and free delivery. This is 
no small order, but many eCommerce 
retailers will succeed and reap great 
benefits. 

REQUEST A FREE QUOTE
866 - 955 - 7793 || ww.rakutensl.com

Find out what fast and accurate fulfillment from 
Rakuten Super Logistics can do for your business, 
including:

• 100% order accuracy, guaranteed
• 1-2 day ground shipping
• Increased cost savings
• Seamless platform integration
• Responsive client support

READY TO TAKE FULFILLMENT 
OFF YOUR PLATE?

Our team of fulfillment advisors will walk you through 
the whole process― from integrating multiple sales 
channels to selecting the optimal warehouse locations 
for your business.

https://rakutensl.com/get-started/


About Rakuten Super Logistics

Founded in 2001, Rakuten Super Logistics (RSL) is a leader in eCommerce 
order fulfillment, assisting leading ecommerce retailers to increase speed of 
delivery, improve order accuracy, decrease shipping costs, and increase 
customer satisfaction. RSL's cloud-based fulfillment platform for order and 
inventory management features integration with popular ecommerce 
platforms, and automatic order importing from online marketplaces, 
including: Amazon, Magento, WalMart Marketplace, and Shopify. RSL's 2-
Day Delivery Network of wholly owned and operated fulfillment centers 
allows for 1-2 day delivery via ground shipping to 98 percent of the U.S.




